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I

In the coming months and years, many essays will be written and links 
shared on the most visceral forms of violence made evident by the 
presidency of Donald Trump—the sexism, racism, homophobia, viru-
lent nationalism, crass oligopolism, and the preemptively paranoid 
pose that will become characteristic of the United States’ hypertro-
phied organs of surveillance and control. In architecture’s own band of 
the political spectrum, the utterances, or to be more precise, outbursts, 
of Patrik Schumacher over the last few years must take pride of place 
as discursive preambles to this month’s inauguration. In his casual 
responses to Brexit and the brutal realities overwhelming much of the 
world in the aftermath of the 2008 financial crash—from housing short-
ages to attacks on public education—Schumacher critically mischar-
acterized “thought” for a form of ideology that took the most formulaic 
tenets of “neoliberalism” and gave them a veneer of realism, even flesh. 
This discourse is not just insensitive—it is corrosive of the very thinking 
that helps weave the social together. 
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After a recent media backlash that appeared to temper the 
undue megaphone some of us gave him, it seemed like Schumacher’s 
rhetorics might finally recede into the ash heap of architectural history. 
Alas, Trump changes this complacent assessment. For in Schumacher 
the hyper-managerialist, the systems-theorist, and the archi-entrepre-
neur, we have, in pseudo-inverted fashion, the necessary seeds for the 
kind of thinking, or rather, for the kind of moral beliefs and illogical 
operations, that allow for something like Trump to awaken and thrust its 
roots into the soil of society. 

In other words, understanding Trump requires understanding 
Schumacher—not as people, but as historical phenomena. Schumach-
er embodies architecture’s love affair with a neoliberal script of pro-
ductivity at all costs, of relentless managerial optimization, and of a 
division of labor whereby architects disavow their critical faculties to 
become mere operators in a market for purely instrumental design 
services. This script is inherently—historically—tied to the rise of 
Washington Consensus policies in the 1970s, which led, among other 
things, to widespread de-democratization, privatization, financial 
deregulation, and the crushing of labor. 

But we already know this. Schumacher’s ideological solilo-
quys over the last few years have almost become a soothing back-
ground noise, a comfortable “bad object” against which to measure our 
own architectural civility. Given the election of Trump, however, we 
need to abandon any self-satisfied certainties and ask: are we thinking 
critically enough? By which I really mean: what kind of architectural 
thought, amused over the spectacle of Schumacher, missed the possi-
bility of Trump? 

In fact, it seems to me that we failed to take Schumacher, or 
rather his persistence, seriously enough. In his repetitive calls for a new 
world architecture, “parametricism,” we failed to see the totality of 
which his compulsions were an expression. In fact, it was always right in 
front of us—a macho mentality of control masked by an obsession with 
functional operating systems, governed by automatized heuristics and 
axiomatics; an architecture of meaningless flows; a politics of the city 
subsumed within a fixed set of procedures mediated by technocrats 
and bound, suffocatingly, by moralistic economic rules—the totalizing 
vision to which his architectural project uniquely gives form. 

But, despite appearances, Schumacher is more typical than 
he is exceptional. For example, two key dimensions of his rhetoric, the 
universalizing, if not actually planetary, scale at which he pitches his 
ideas, and the focus on managerial ethos, systems, and tools that 
makes it a project of governmentality, have recently also come together 
in another architectural fashion: a turn toward “infrastructure” that is 
bound to have consequential scholarly and professional ramifications 
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over the next few years. This turn, however, stretches far beyond the 
narrow confines of Schumacherist parochialism—all the way to the 
Trump presidency—offering us a more sober context in which to ad-
dress the intellectual challenges of thinking global managerialism and 
contemporary proto-fascism in a single frame. 

In this conjuncture, Keller Easterling’s excellent Extrastate-
craft: The Power of Infrastructure Space provides an opportunity to 
consider one element of this larger problem: that of the relation be-
tween managerial systems and the study of infrastructure. In a spirit of 
critical self-reflection, then, we might be able to question Easterling’s 
findings and intellectual framework in light of Trump—not directly in his 
proto-fascistic dimensions but rather as the unexpected underside of a 
hyper-managerialized society.

For Trump is a warning call to think, and act, ever more criti-
cally. In the emerging literature on infrastructure we see a desire for 
understanding systems—a desire, ultimately, not unlike Schumach-
er’s—but the question of how infrastructures relate to the key dimen-
sions of power and subjectivity are often cast as secondary. Without an 
understanding of the hegemonic articulations of infrastructure—its 
particularizing universalizations, so to speak—our knowledge of infra-
structures, and more crucially, the infrastructures of knowledge that 
subtend both them and us, might not survive in the wake of Trump.

II

When we hear “infrastructure,” we might imagine highways, railroads, 
dams, subway networks, ports, or shipping containers. But as an 
emerging body of scholarship shows, infrastructure is also about the 
operating systems that govern the functioning of these massively com-
plex assemblages of objects and organizations: from scripted proto-
cols like international energy agreements, to the national institutions, 
corporations, policies, and financial practices set up to coordinate 
them, to the rhetorical, symbolic power of statehood, progress,  
rationality, and other markers of subjectivity. 

As Brian Larkin put it in a recent survey, “What distinguishes 
infrastructures from technologies is that they are objects that create 
the grounds on which other objects operate, and when they do so they 
operate as systems.” It is this character of systems nested within sys-
tems, the potential promise to articulate multiple material and symbolic 
levels at once, that perhaps accounts for the present fascination with 
infrastructure. In its various modes and shades, recent infrastructural 
literature grapples with systems and complexity, with connecting the 
very large with the very small, mixing the quantitative with the qualita-
tive. At the same time, it tries to describe how different layers of experi-
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ence and causality are intermeshed, from the political to the poetic. 
But in attempting to articulate the systemic with the contin-

gent, the organizational with the heterogeneous, this literature is, often 
unwittingly, also writing its own philosophy of history. Whereas struc-
turalist conceits like the dialectic of a material base determining a 
cultural superstructure once constituted a kind of ground for the hu-
manities and social sciences, over the past four decades the causal 
relation between “agency” and “structure” has been repeatedly de-rei-
fied, deconstructed, and topologically reconfigured into all manner of 
hybrid and indeterminate assemblages, actor-networks, hyperobjects, 
atmospheres, emergent entities, deviant subjects, apparatuses, and 
dispositifs. “Infrastructure” appears to be yet another iteration of this 
onto-epistemological dance, indefinitely displacing the underlying 
historical problem of what constitutes a “totality”: what causes stability 
and change and how to identify the “what” and the “how” of this dynam-
ic?

This question is more than simply methodological or seman-
tic. In apprehending history as a problem akin to that of infrastructure 
itself—that is, as an operating system of systems, each with a particular 
functionality to be recursively decoded, one in the other—thick de-
scriptions, narratives of control or lack thereof, and their supplementa-
ry unintended consequences, ensue. In the detailed and eclectic multi-
plicities that emerge from such accounts, often it appears as if power 
has been distributed systemically, a priori, by virtue of the systems 
themselves, with no mediating antagonisms or fundamental pressures. 

An earlier critical theory may have interpreted this apparently 
immaculate conception of power as the telltale sign of capitalist ideolo-
gy: an imaginary semblance of contingency, orchestrated as a market 
and appearing, finally, in the form of phantasmagorical commodities. 
But it isn’t necessary to condemn infrastructural assemblages as 
ideological fetishes to appreciate the political impasse they can gener-
ate, in the flesh and in scholarship. They do not negate the totality of 
some preconceived historical development so much as re-enact it each 
time the infrastructural is invoked or deployed as, primarily, a qua-
si-stable managerial system. 

The political valences of infrastructures emerge not just in 
their configuration as sites of physical translation mediated by modes 
of managerial expertise but in the power of translation itself—a poten-
tial we may also term “hegemony” in its broadest sense as the pattern-
ing of co-option and consent. How this potential, including its reso-
nances and resistances, is leveraged, constitutes a politics that far 
exceeds the managerial realm. It configures collective ways of life, 
ways of seeing, thinking, and feeling, distributing them spatially through 
both material processes and processes of subjectification. When this 
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power potential coalesces around a certain “common sense,” shared 
language, or set of standards or frameworks, it can become hegemon-
ic, but only—and this is crucial—in as much as its “sense” is able to 
legitimize the prevailing real and imaginary mechanisms of control: 
coercive institutional apparatuses, unrepresentative parliaments, 
manipulated markets, juridical protections only for the wealthy, unequal 
access to basic resources like housing, health, and education, etc. 
Thus it is that modern infrastructures, tied intrinsically to the dynamics 
of nation-states and capitalism as forms of social organization, also 
fundamentally organize both the distribution of these mechanisms of 
control and their overall “sense”—not through repression but through 
desire. Infrastructures truly embody aesthetic forms of modern power. 

This hegemonic power doesn’t reside in infrastructures be-
cause they are managerial, in ideological terms. In fact, the reverse is 
true: managerialism is hegemonic because modern infrastructures 
operationalize, pre-empt, co-opt, channel, and distribute—that is, they 
manage power—by design. Managerialism is the lingua franca of mo-
dernity, overwhelmingly contouring our limits and potentials, and infra-
structures are its organic forms. What matters is not the causal relation 
between agency and structure, figure and ground, but the power rela-
tions infrastructures naturalize and encode as they systematically 
reproduce these very categories as a kind of “sense,” as regimes of 
translation. As such, infrastructural scholarship predicated on describ-
ing systems must be careful not to elide what those systems systemati-
cally misapprehend, misconstrue as equivalences, or fictionalize as 
commensurable and essentially translatable.

While architectural histories rarely address the problem of 
hegemony, it can be argued that architecture was also instrumental to 
American-led neoliberal hegemony in the twentieth century, in both the 
politico-aesthetic terms discussed above and through the deployment 
of more direct militaristic and capitalist manifestations of power. In this 
alternative historiography, some common “heroes” in architectural 
history—Cedric Price, Archigram, Christopher Alexander, or Robert 
Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, to name a few—are only collateral 
counterpoints, the cultural “freedom fighters,” to those architects 
more organically welded to the US military-industrial complex, such as 
Buckminster Fuller and Nicholas Negroponte. 

However, what the election of Trump betrays, and what 
Schumacher has come to illustrate, is the precarious instability of this 
dichotomy between cultural and state power; between the architecture 
of civil society (grounded in freedom and the market) and the architec-
ture of the state (grounded in force and control). Claiming continuity 
with the postwar avant-gardes—through rhetorical, institutional, and 
professional affiliations—Schumacher in fact fulfills the radicalization 
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of a neoliberal hegemony that, post-1989, found itself unexpectedly 
triumphant. As the resources previously allotted to the Cold War flood-
ed newly energized projects of hegemony—i.e., the Project for the New 
American Century that culminated in the second Iraq war; the European 
Union’s deepening integration through the channels of financial capi-
tal—the faux market eclecticism first celebrated by Venturi and Scott 
Brown in the charming figure of Las Vegas could now go truly global. 
“Complexity and contradiction” acquired an infrastructural scale. The 
global system appeared to “run itself” seamlessly and automatically on 
the hegemonic wings of market freedom.

But as events post-2008 have shown, culminating with Trump, 
the idea that a kind of self-evident, vernacular “freedom” (learned, 
paradigmatically, from Las Vegas) could be simply scaled up to circu-
late through the arteries of a now “global free market” is a fallacy, a 
cover-up for the necessary inequalities that such an infrastructural 
system actually requires. Schumacher picked up the mantle of this 
hegemonic project, insisting, despite the ever more extreme cognitive 
dissonances, that the systemic inequalities should not be reversed but, 
in fact, radicalized. Schumacher begot Trump.

III

Buried in a footnote of Keller Easterling’s Extrastatecraft: The Power of 
Infrastructure Space, one finds this same architectural-infrastructural 
genealogy—the familiar cast of Cedric Price, Christopher Alexander, 
and Nicholas Negroponte—if, however, sanitized from its constitutive 
role in the postwar hegemonic order. While other disciplines have been 
discussing infrastructures for the past two to three decades as intrinsi-
cally political-systemic objects, architecture has only recently begun to 
consider them in this way. Extrastatecraft is no doubt one of the best 
and most thorough examples in this effort so far, seeking to show how 
infrastructures configure a contemporary world of overlapping and 
competing networks of sovereignty—an “extra” layer of technology and 
governance that describe “the often undisclosed activities outside of, 
in addition to and sometimes even in partnership with statecraft” (15). 
As we will see, much hinges on this qualification of normalized excep-
tionality implied by Extrastatecraft’s title. At stake is how we ought to 
account for, think, and ultimately contest the Schumacher-Trump 
hegemony as only the latest incarnation of a much deeper historical 
infrastructure—that of deadly, rationally irrational systems.

The book is elegantly built around three “evidentiary chap-
ters,” charting contemporary case studies crucial to the growth of 
infrastructural space: the “free zone phenomenon, broadband mobile 
telephony in Kenya, and the ISO’s global management standards. Each 
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is a crossroads of transportation, communication, management, trade, 
and development networks” (20). Interspersed between these detailed 
case study chapters are three other “contemplative chapters” on “an 
expanded repertoire of form-making, history-telling, and activism. 
Together they consider the art of designing interplay between spatial 
variables—an interplay powerful enough to leverage the politics of 
extrastatecraft” (21). 

In fact, Easterling’s ambitious proposal is for a new theory of 
political-design activism that would work at the infrastructural scale—a 
new qualitative and quantitative context for architectural intervention. 
Taking the multiple geopolitical incommensurabilities and fault lines 
made evident by infrastructures that traverse different technical, legal, 
political, and spatial jurisdictions, she sees potentials for the strategic 
retooling of the systems in place. This is as much a design opportunity 
as a matter of political expediency in the face of what are deemed 
ineffectual modes of resistance grounded in structuralist critiques: 
“Well-rehearsed theories, like those of Capital or neoliberalism, con-
tinue to send us to the same places to search for dangers while other 
concentrations of authoritarian power escape scrutiny. Moreover, the 
less dramatic or upstaged histories—regarding the growth of interna-
tional organizations, the division of the radio spectrum, or the creation 
of satellite, fiber-optic, and mobile telephony networks—have often 
been treated as bureaucratic or technical footnotes, despite the long-
term impact these developments have had on our lives” (22). 

The core of this move away from what she calls “declarative 
activism” and toward a more granular approach is predicated on Mar-
shall McLuhan’s famous dictum that “the medium is the message.” 
Seeing the city as an informational matrix inseparable from infrastruc-
ture as its carrying medium suggests that architects may gain agency 
by exploring not the formal qualities of discrete buildings but rather 
their underlying mediating systems: “There are object forms like build-
ings and active forms like bits of code in the software that organizes 
building. Information resides in the, often undeclared, activities of this 
software—the protocols, routines, schedules, and choices it manifests 
in space.” Such information discloses itself in physical movements, 
operations, dispositions, and programs that activate space in deter-
mined ways. As such, “McLuhan’s meme, transposed to infrastructure 
space, might be: the action is the form” (14). 

Focusing on underlying systems and practices usefully ex-
pands architecture beyond the discrete formal object. However, this 
doesn’t necessarily guarantee an easy decoding of the politics of the 
city. On the contrary, as Easterling writes, the contemporary world 
order uncovered by infrastructure space is “a wilder mongrel than any 
familiar Leviathan for which we have a well-rehearsed political re-
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sponse.” In such conditions, “rational, resolute, and righteous” politi-
cal responses, “while cornerstones of dissent, are sometimes less 
consequential than the discrepant, fictional, or sly.” Easterling offers 
instead a hacktivist ethics for architecture, a set of stealth tools that 
take infrastructure as Trojan horse to infiltrate, infect, and inflect the 
otherwise fluid but clunky systems that govern us. “Infrastructure space 
tutors a shrewder, cagier counter to the lubricated agility of most global 
powers—an alternative extrastatecraft” (23). 

The first chapter historicizes the expansion of “Free Trade” 
zones the world over, especially since the 1970s. Marshaling an im-
pressive amount and diversity of supporting research, Easterling offers 
an analysis of the zone as an unintended consequence of the develop-
mentalist policies of the early postwar period: from instruments for 
national growth to safe havens for global capital. Zones are formed by 
“host” countries creating exceptions to their own sovereignty in which 
certain labor, fiscal, and environmental laws don’t apply (34). This 
paradoxical formula was originally encouraged by intergovernmental 
development agencies as a way to spur foreign investment, with the 
idea that gradually the zone would cease to be an “ex-urban” enclave 
and become re-fused with the host state. However, since the 1970s 
and ’80s, zones have tended rather toward their radicalization as sites 
of exception that have not necessarily aided the growth of their host 
nations, even as they grow internally at exponential rates, to the benefit 
of their foreign investors. 

The type of urbanism developed by free trade zones offers a 
new incarnation of the phenomenon of ultra-commodified and spectac-
ularized space. But whereas a previous generation of scholars analyzed 
this in terms of the postmodern theme park or the problem of simula-
tion, the emphasis here is on the intersection between the legal frame-
works necessary for attracting foreign capital through selected regula-
tory breaks—“incentivized urbanism”—and the zone’s functionality as 
integral to the revolution of global logistics—the “Export Processing 
Zone”—over the past half-century. As these two vectors converge, 
fusing “the park” as speculative amenity with “the park” as global 
industrial platform, a new kind of city is born of “container ports, off-
shore financial areas, tourist compounds, knowledge villages, IT cam-
puses, and even museums and universities” (36). 

But the zone’s novelty as an object for infrastructure studies is 
not so much its homogenized global urbanism as its paradoxical form 
of sovereignty. Easterling is careful here not to trade in the metaphysi-
cal oppositions that would make a universal archetype of this situation 
(as in the work of Giorgio Agamben), rather pointing to the ironies and 
irrationalities that pervade it. While zones are often characterized as 
advanced and streamlined, “world-class” environments for a global 
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managerial class, offering “a clean, relaxed, air-conditioned, infra-
structure-rich urbanism that is more familiar to the world than the 
context of its host country,” this veneer of cosmopolitanism in fact 
shrouds persistent and insidious forms of violence, whereby “the mas-
querade of freedom and openness turns very easily to evasion, closure, 
and quarantine” (67).

This hidden violence takes a particular toll on labor and the 
environment. But, despite Easterling’s explicit acknowledgement of 
this at various points, the overall focus is less on the oppression of 
laboring populations and environmental ruin as it is on the potentials a 
“hacked” zone might offer as a site for a new kind of architectural 
activism. If it is already structured around “pirates, terrorists, and 
traffickers of all kinds,” this suggests the possibility of infiltrating, 
sabotaging, or adjusting its ends and priorities (68). Tweaking laws, 
frameworks, and standardized elements of infrastructure, “incentivized 
urbanism” itself might be, after all, the vehicle of democracy it purports 
to be: “Rather than giving away national assets in exchange for the 
zone, a more transparent bargain with foreign investment uses the 
existing city as a medium of information and intelligence—the other half 
of an interplay that leverages more infrastructure and resources.” 
Playing the game of global capital more slyly, a refashioned zone “might 
proudly offer selected economic incentives as well as the symbolic 
capital that attends higher labor and environmental standards” (69). 

The other “evidentiary” and “contemplative” chapters reaffirm 
the ultimately reformist nature of this project. Jettisoning the highly 
situated and historical analyses of the case studies, the theoretical 
chapters develop a speculative vocabulary and repertoire for architec-
tural-infrastructural hacktivism. In the evidentiary chapter on Kenya, for 
example, Easterling follows the highly complex market assessments, 
negotiations, regulations, and technical solutions brought to bear by 
villages, cities, national parties, intergovernmental organizations, and 
multinational corporations, suggesting there was nothing ultimately 
deterministic in the way Kenya acquired a broadband network. Rather, 
infrastructural development appears as a fundamentally contingent 
technopolitical affair that does not respect a priori reifications such as 
the “private” and the “public,” thus allowing unexpected reciprocities 
to emerge—“like … a complex poker game in which, on occasion, 
players strategically allowed other players to win” (110). In the end, 
while history itself shows a mixed record, Easterling imagines a kind of 
win-win equilibrium that might one day conform a more transparent, 
open market that would seamlessly match local needs with those of 
global capital. “The Kenyan citizen’s access to information is then 
balanced against the world’s access to Kenya’s resources” (136).

The following chapter, “Stories,” delves deepest into method-
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ological claims and postures, addressing the question of ideology 
directly. Pinning her objective on three classic sites of ideology cri-
tique—military nation-building, economic liberalism, and universal 
exchange—Easterling aims to debunk the ways such “master narratives 
… claim infrastructure as a mascot,” cautioning that these stories “are 
often decoupled from what the infrastructure space is actually doing in 
its more complex context on the ground,” thus delivering “predeter-
mined expectations concerning social and cultural behavior.” Dismiss-
ing them as “Enlightenment or modernist tautologies,” Easterling 
advocates demystifying these ideological approaches to instead reveal 
“the less sensational or less totalizing histories of extrastatecraft” 
(138). 

While using anecdotal examples from the other chapters, the 
case studies of this chapter are addressed primarily as ideologies, not 
as historical realities—that is, the analysis is pitched at the level of 
discourse and rhetoric. As such, Easterling delves into literature com-
monly associated with each “story,” finding specular doubles and 
resonances among, for example, RAND strategists and radical left 
thinkers like Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, both of which, she ar-
gues, tend toward reductive “binary thinking” (147–148).

“More disturbing than a binary competitive stance” Easterling 
notes, “is its cooperative reciprocal stance. [The zone] is not a means 
by which nations attack each other, but a means by which both state 
and non-state actors cooperate at someone else’s expense—usually 
the expense of labor” (148). This, however, isn’t meant to invoke class 
struggle or displaced migrant populations as historical drivers. What is 
important is the game-theory-like behavior of “the players,” (149) the 
fact that they ultimately form a network that can be leveraged and thus, 
like the zone itself, perhaps even cheated through its own logics. Es-
chewing the grand strategies of realpolitik as much as the explanatory 
frameworks of Empire, but also eliding her own explicatory use of game 
theory—a quintessential imperial discourse of American hegemony—
Easterling is rather more interested in trying to cut the knot between 
what are, for her, the positively disaggregated and individualistic di-
mensions of liberalism qua political philosophy, from liberalism’s more 
complicated history as a set of normative economic sciences. In this 
effort she aligns with the theses of Bruno Latour, claiming that what the 
indeterminate and ultimately open nature of geopolitical affairs sug-
gests, is that “liberalism is freedom from ideology itself” (160). 

Turning back toward history, chapter five traces the expansion 
of a standard, the elusive ISO 9000 on “quality management,” as a 
figure for the growth of the private nongovernmental organizations that 
set the metrics and functions that underlie and serve to optimize, mod-
ern infrastructures. The International Standards Organization, “a global 
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meta-organization” based in Geneva, Switzerland, and founded in 
1947, captures this role perfectly. As Easterling recites, with the typi-
cally galloping crescendo of a Latourian litany,

Credit cards, all 0.76mm thin, slide into slots and 

readers all around the world. Screw threads con-

form to a given pitch. Every make of car shares the 

same dashboard pictograms. Batteries with consis-

tent durations are sized to fit any device. Books, 

magazines, music, and audiovisual works are indexed 

with ISBN numbers. Paper sizes and the machines that 

handle them are standardized. RFID tags, transship-

ment containers, trucks, car sears, film speeds, protec-

tive clothing, book bindings, units of measure, per-

sonal identification numbers (PINs), and fasteners of 

all kinds conform to global standards. (171)

Though multiplicity does not necessarily convey clarity of 
articulation, it is in this chapter that Extrastatecraft’s programmatic 
heterogeneity comes closest to describing something like “hegemony,” 
the construction of a “common sense,” without ever stating it as such. 
While formally developing a genealogy of managerial discourse through 
the ISO standard, the chapter also weaves factual information about 
the operations of international institutions, the phenomenology of 
managerial aesthetics, and incisively satirical Koolhaasian axioms: 
“Quality lends to infrastructure space part of its inherent disposition—a 
drive to habituate without specific content. Perhaps nothing could be 
more powerful” (187). If this methodological variety, diversity of con-
tent, and sharp tonal conversions are somewhat perplexing at points, it 
is perhaps this very formal heterogeneity that enables Easterling to 
capture something of the importance of the aesthetic within infrastruc-
tural systems. Assembling polyvalent sources and examples, an ar-
chaeology of management theory and practice portrays the absurdist 
constellations of desire and rationality, romantic idealisms and material 
insecurities, that hold together the fragile construction of culture, 
technology, and capitalist globalization that is contemporary manageri-
al discourse. 

IV

And yet, in both the empirical and more literary registers as in the more 
directly programmatic chapter with which the book ends, one is left 
with the lingering question of whether this dual approach of thick de-
scription, “following the actors themselves” as Latour would say, and 
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the operative effort to set a specific agenda toward a kind of interna-
tionalist anarchical entrepreneurialism, doesn’t ultimately reflect and 
reproduce the very world it seeks to reform. 

At best, this is a world Saint-Simon could only have dreamed 
of, governed by capitalists, engineers, and technocrats, through the 
insipid protocols and barely masked will-to-power that passive-aggres-
sively animates them—an iron cage only cosmetically disrupted, when 
not directly fueled by, neolibertarian techno-utopianism. At worst, it is 
the world built by American hegemony through decades of soft and 
hard power—which, while being a world of deep ideological distortions 
(i.e., the “story” of American exceptionalism) is nonetheless full of 
actually enforced violence. Forever sliding between these two dimen-
sions, which are anything but antithetical, conspicuously lies Bruno 
Latour, real heir to Saint-Simon’s vision, and whose particular blend of 
science and technology studies, antisocialist sociology, and pragmatic 
anthropology allows for the merging of all relations to coalesce into a 
single, pseudo-secularized reality from which there appears to be no 
escape. We may call this form of realism a responsible social-demo-
cratic regulationism, a necessary cunning for modern governmentality, 
the knowledge infrastructure of a risk society, or a contested ecology of 
things, but in the end, the focus is squarely on a world tied together by a 
managerial ethos, encoded in managerial systems, for managerial 
optimization, serviced by a professional managerial class, at the ser-
vice of global capital—if occasionally permeated by hacktiv-
ists-cum-architects-cum-entrepreneurs.

In what reads as a manifesto, the final chapter, “Extrastate-
craft,” displaces the previous dichotomy between open dissent 
(“declarative activism”) and stealth hacktivism, to suggest the two 
must be considered as weapons in the same struggle. The playful tech-
niques discussed—“gossip, rumor, gift-giving, compliance, mimicry, 
comedy, remote control, meaninglessness, misdirection, distraction, 
hacking, or entrepreneurialism” (213)—aim at developing a more 
expedient form of activism adequate to the ironies of infrastructure. 
But also, and quite against the strategy of actual operational embed-
dedness developed throughout the book, they suddenly portray their 
real power as one that redraws cultural and aesthetic boundaries at the 
symbolic level. Rancière is invoked as theorist of “discrepancy” be-
tween what is said and what is done (rather than his more oppositional 
“disagreement”), as is the performative value of “counter-narrative” 
(215). While this dramatic shift in the plane of analysis, from program-
ming to performance, might be read as a hedge against the obvious 
risks of co-option involved with actually entering the murky politics of 
infrastructure, the point is well taken. Modern capitalist infrastructures 
are about hegemony: about the orchestration of perception, about how 
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systems themselves recursively produce and channel the desires of the 
many to the advantage of the few. 

But this hegemony is not just about complexities and contra-
dictions inherent in standards, contracts, cables, satellites, and the 
paradoxes of sovereignty in a slowly changing post-Westphalian world. 
It is also about the overwhelming power of capital as a determinate 
historical and geopolitical force—the very “foreign investment” so 
casually repeated time and again in the book, that all countries com-
pete for, by design, under a neoliberal world order remarkably united in 
its normative ways of seeing and thinking. It is about the insidious 
infrastructural power to configure this metric (denominated in US 
dollars since around 1915), its de facto global language (English) and 
culture (Excel-Apple-matter-of-factness), so that it becomes almost 
invisible, leading to situations of artificial scarcity in the name of cer-
tain nationalist exceptionalisms, deadly struggles over markets, and 
rigid behavioral assumptions about groups and individuals. Capital is a 
global phenomenon, both monstrous and real at once. 

How its infrastructures work, for whom, and why, will surely be 
the subject of many other realist, critical architectural histories to 
come. But if we want the new literature on infrastructure to confront the 
impasses sketched out here, and in the process to help mount a credi-
ble opposition to a new age of American exceptionalism, violence, and 
oppression, perhaps we’d do well to learn to think, historically, about 
how life is configured outside the managerial boardroom and its end-
less operational systems. It is not that the logics of the factory, the field, 
the street, the war room, the festival, the housing estate, or the gated 
community—that only fallaciously can be made to stand outside the 
boardroom—are essentially less alienating or “real.” The point is pre-
cisely that in our historicizing of how managerial infrastructures design, 
connect, and operate between these and other spaces, the challenges 
of translation they contain—substituting logics for languages, entre-
preneurs for workers—will always necessarily privilege systems of 
power and transparency rather than justice and difference. To make 
these accounts as technically detailed as possible, but also as inclusive 
and sensitive to actually existing solidarity, dissent, forced equivalenc-
es, and structural determinations, is our best defense against authori-
tarian hegemonies—of the Schumacher-Trump variety or otherwise—
and our best chance at thinking a truly different world.
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